Based on the available uvbyβ photometry of OB stars in the longitude range 281
Introduction
The field between the OB groups in Vela (262 • < l < 268 • ) and Car OB1 (284 • < l < 288 • ) is not known to be dominated by any prominent OB association (see [2] , [5] ). The longitude range 283 • -284 • is thought to correspond to a tangential direction of a large segment of the Carina arm in both the 3-and 4-arm models of the grand design of the Milky Way [6] . Our study is based on uvbyβ photometric distances and provides new insights on the apparent groupings and layers toward 281 • < l < 285 • in the Galactic disk. This field clearly stands apart from the extended Hii features toward Car OB1 and contains several prominent Hii regions.
Results
Our sample includes a number of OB stars with very similar luminosities according to the [7] (Fig. 1, left) . Among them 5 stars belong to the poor but very compact cluster candidate Lodén 112. Two other stars are assigned to the relatively young cluster IC 2581, and the rest are apparent field stars. According to the uvbyβ photometric distances all OB stars in this sample show a very small spread in distance, (Fig. 1, right) , containing the compact cluster candidate Lodén 112 and IC 2581 (more details can be found in [3] ).
